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Abstract
A naive digital plane is a subset of points (x, y, z) ∈ Z3 verifying hax + by + cz<h +
max{|a|, |b|, |c|}, where (a, b, c, h) ∈ Z4. Given a ﬁnite unstructured subset of Z3, the problem of
the digital plane recognition is to determine whether there exists a naive digital plane containing it.
This question is rather classical in the ﬁeld of digital geometry (also called discrete geometry). We
suggest in this paper a new algorithm to solve it. Its asymptotic complexity is bounded by O(n7)
but its behavior seems to be linear in practice. It uses an original strategy of optimization in a set of
triangular facets (triangles). The code is short and elementary (less than 300 lines) and available on
http://www.loria.fr/∼debled/plane.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The geometry of the Z-module Zn is often called discrete or digital in contrast to the
classical continuous geometry of Rn.
A digital hyperplane of Zn is deﬁned by a double inequality h(x)<h + , where
 is a linear form [17]. In dimension 2, it provides a deﬁnition of digital straight lines of
Z2. With this general approach, diophantine and Bresenham straight lines are both digital
straight lines [2]. In dimension 3, it provides a deﬁnition of digital plane.
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Deﬁnition 1. A digital plane is the set of the solutions (x, y, z) ∈ Z3 of a double inequality
hax + by + cz<h+ , where (a, b, c) ∈ Z3 − {(0, 0, 0)}, h ∈ Z and  ∈ Z+. A digital
plane is said to be naive if =max{|a|, |b|, |c|}.
The class of naive digital planes has good topological properties: a naive digital plane is
26-connected, its complementary has two 6-connected components and there is no simple
point in the plane.
It is easy to determine whether there exists a digital plane containing a given ﬁnite set
of points S ∈ Z3 because for any given (a, b, c) ∈ Z3 − {(0, 0, 0)}, the set S belongs to
the digital plane of double inequality hax + by + cz<h+  with h=min{ax + by +
cz|(x, y, z) ∈ S} and  = max{ax + by + cz|(x, y, z) ∈ S} − h + 1. However, it is not
obvious to determine whether there exists a naive digital plane containing a given ﬁnite set
of points.
Problem 2 (Naive digital plane recognition). Given a ﬁnite subset S ⊂ Z3, does there
exist (a, b, c, h) ∈ Z4 verifying
∀(x, y, z) ∈ S, hax + by + cz<h+max{|a|, |b|, |c|}?
In some applications (polyhedralization in Z3 and more generally image analysis or
synthesis, . . .), the problem can be asked in quite different terms. Let us assume that S is
contained in a naive digital plane and given a pointm, we search if S∪{m} is still contained
in a naive digital plane. In this framework, an incremental algorithm is better.
Problem 2 has been the aim of several publications since 1990 (see Section 2). A well-
known solution is to express the problem in terms of linear programming and to solve
it by using a method of this ﬁeld. Starting from the same point of view, we suggest in
Section 3 a new algorithm as well as its incremental version and its proof. In Section 4, we
give methods to check the optimality of the digital plane characteristics provided by the new
algorithm. At last, in Section 5 experimental results are presented to show the efﬁciency of
our algorithm.
2. Review
We can distinguish three kinds of methods for solving the digital plane recognition prob-
lem. They belong to the domains of combinatorics, linear programming and computational
geometry.
The two-dimensional version of Problem 2, i.e., the digital line recognition, has been
solved at the beginning of the 1990s by combinatorial tools [15,20]. A review of the digital
line segment recognition algorithms is given in [19]. Debled-Rennesson associated with
Reveillès have solved it in 1992 with an arithmetic method related to continued fractions
and properties of Sturmian words [5]; this algorithm is incremental and linear but it is
unfortunately difﬁcult to use the same principles for a digital plane recognition algorithm;
they have, however, proposed an incremental algorithm to recognize “rectangular” subsets
of naive digital planes [6], demonstrated later in [16].
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Still in the ﬁrst half of the 1990s, Veelaert [21] has generalized in dimension three the
evenness property of digital lines given by Hung [11] and used it to recognize rectangular
subsets of digital planes [22].
Following a combinatorial approach, Vittone has provided an incremental digital plane
recognition algorithm using the dual space [23].
Other works have followed another direction [3,7,10,13,14,18,20] writing the digital
plane recognition problem as an integer linear programming problem.
Problem 3. Given a ﬁnite subset S ∈ Z3, ﬁnd (a, b, c, h) ∈ Z4 satisfying one of the
following systems of linear constraints:
(A) ∀(x, y, z) ∈ S, hax + by + cz<h+ a,
(B) ∀(x, y, z) ∈ S, hax + by + cz<h+ b,
(C) ∀(x, y, z) ∈ S, hax + by + cz<h+ c.
Problem 3 is deﬁned by three systems of linear constraints (A), (B) or (C). Each one
corresponds to a value of max{|a|, |b|, |c|} (the system (C) corresponds for instance to the
case max{|a|, |b|, |c|}=|c|). If one of them is feasible (i.e., its set of solutions is not empty),
then S is contained in a naive digital plane. Otherwise, S is not contained in any naive
digital plane. Thus, from now on, we consider that the digital plane recognition problem
consists in solving the system of linear inequalities (C).Aswe look for integer solutions, this
problem belongs to the domain of integer linear programming. Problems from this domain
can be NP-hard in arbitrary dimension, but the ﬁxed dimension and the homogeneity of
system (C)—if (a, b, c, h) is a solution, then for any  ∈ R+, (a, b, c, h) is also a
solution—make it simpler. Our problem of integer linear programming can be solved by
using classical algorithms of linear programming:
The constraints of (C) being rational, the linear programming algorithms provide rational
solutions, and aftermultiplicationby the denominators, one obtains integer solutions. If there
exists no rational solution, there is no integer solution either.
Thus the digital plane recognition problem can be solved by any linear programming
method providing a rational solution from constraints having rational coefﬁcients. The
Fourier–Motzkin algorithm [24] has been used in [7] to obtain theoretical results on tricubes,
but the more efﬁcient methods are the simplex algorithm [4], Megiddo’s algorithm (see [3]
for an incremental version providing a linear time algorithm for digital plane recognition)
and interior points methods [1].
The third approach belongs to the domain of computational geometry. In 1984, Kim
was already interested in digital plane recognition [12]. He proposed a method using the
3D convex hull of the considered set. This approach of computational geometry has been
improved in [13]. In this framework, the digital plane recognition is reduced to a collision
detection problem which consists in determining whether two polytopes intersect. It can
be solved by computing the convex hulls of the polytopes. A more efﬁcient strategy is to
compute theminimal distance between the two polytopes as done by theGJKalgorithm [10].
This well-known method is very efﬁcient in practice with an average linear-time behavior.
This algorithm is similar to the new algorithm that we present in next section; both work
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on the chords sets, the main difference being that our method uses an optimization on the
axis Oz instead of a distance. It leads to a different choice of linear forms and it makes an
important difference between both algorithms.
3. New algorithm for naive digital plane recognition
3.1. Theoretical background: a notion of geometrical thickness
According to Section 2, the digital plane recognition problem can be reduced to the system
of linear inequalities (C): ﬁnd (a, b, c, h) ∈ Z4 verifying ∀(x, y, z) ∈ S, hax + by +
cz<h+ c. The feasibility of the system is related to a notion of thickness which requires
some basic geometrical material.
Deﬁnition 4. The chords set of S ⊂ Rn is the set of differences between points of S
(Fig. 1). We denote it by chord(S):
chord(S)= S + (−S)= {m′ −m/m,m′ ∈ S}.
The chords set of S is the Minkowski sum of S with its mirror −S. If the cardinality of S
is n, the cardinality of chord(S) is at most n(n− 1)+ 1.
We denote by conv(S) the convex hull of any subset S of Rn. We can mention that the
chords set of the operator which associates with a set S commutes with the convex hull:
∀S ⊂ Rn, conv(chord(S)) = chord(conv(S)) [8]. This convex set conv(chord(S)) is used
for deﬁning the geometrical thickness of S in one direction.
Deﬁnition 5. The geometrical thickness of a ﬁnite set S ⊂ Rn in the direction Oz is the
z-coordinate of the point of the Oz half-line (with z0) belonging to the surface of the
convex hull of chord(S) (Fig. 2). We denote it by Oz(S)).
Fig. 1. A three-dimensional ﬁnite set S, card(S)= 19, and chord(S).
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Fig. 2. A view of the convex hull of chord(S): the thickness of S in the direction Oz is the z-coordinate of the
point H.
For simplicity, we simply say “the thickness of S” in the following, instead of “the
geometrical thickness of S in the direction Oz”.
Theorem 6. Givenaﬁnite subsetS ⊂ Z3, there exist (a, b, c, h) ∈ Z4 verifying∀(x, y, z) ∈
S, hax + by + cz<h+ c if and only if Oz(S)< 1.
Proof. Assume the systemof linear constraints (C) is feasible:∃(a, b, c, h) ∈ Z4,∀(x, y, z)
∈ S, hax + by + cz<h + c. Let m = (x, y, z) and m′ = (x′, y′, z′) be two points of
S. They both satisfy the double-inequality hax + by + cz<h + c and then we have
−c <a(x − x′)+ b(y − y′)+ c(z− z′)< c. It proves that all the pointsM = (x′′, y′′, z′′)
of chord(S) verify the double-inequality −c <ax′′ + by′′ + cz′′<c. Then it is also true
with the points of the convex hull of the chords of S (conv(chord(S))): all the points of
the convex hull of the chords of S verify the double-inequality −c <ax′′ + by′′ + cz′′<c.
As the point (0, 0, 1) does not satisfy ax′′ + by′′ + cz′′<c, it cannot belong to the convex
hull of the chords of S; since the origin belongs to this convex set, its surface cuts the Oz
half-line in a point of z-coordinate strictly less than 1. It proves that the thickness of S is
less than 1 (Oz(S)< 1).
We assume now that the thickness of S in the direction Oz is strictly less than 1. The set
conv(chord(S)) is a convex polytope ofZ3 which contains the origin. Let us consider a facet
of it—there can exist more than one—cutting the Oz half-line. By deﬁnition (0, 0, Oz(S))
is a point of this facet and we denote by (a, b, c) (with c > 0 and (a, b, c) ∈ Z3) its normal
direction. For any point M = (x, y, z) of conv(chord(S)) and in particular for any point
M of chord(S), we have the inequality (i) ax + by + cza0 + b0 + cOz(S), namely (i)
ax + by + czcOz(S).
We introduce now two points of S denoted by mmin = (xmin, ymin, zmin) and mmax =
(xmax, ymax, zmax) and realizing the minimum and the maximum of ax + by + cz on the
ﬁnite set S. By denoting h=axmin+bymin+czmin andH=axmax+bymax+czmax, we have
the double-inequality (ii) ∀(x, y, z) ∈ S, hax+by+czH . It follows from inequality (i)
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Fig. 3. Any plane separating the point (0, 0, 1) from the convex polytope conv(chord(S)) provides a feasible
(a, b, c) of the system of linear inequalities (C).
withM =mmax−mmin that a(xmax− xmin)+ b(ymax− ymin)+ c(zmax− zmin)cOz(S),
namely H − hcOz(S). The strict inequality Oz(S)< 1 leads to H <h + c and (ii)
implies ∀(x, y, z) ∈ S, hax + by + cz<h+ c. It proves that (a, b, c, h) is a solution of
the system of linear constraints (C). 
If the thickness of S in the direction Oz is greater than or equal to 1, then the system
of linear constraints (C) has no solution. Otherwise, there exist solutions. The proof of
Theorem 6 uses the face of the convex polytope conv(chord(S)) which cuts the Oz half-
line (“under” the point (0, 0, 1)) because it provides an Euclidian plane strictly separating
the point (0, 0, 1) from the convex polytope conv(chord(S)). We could do the same with
any Euclidian plane having this property. The normal directions of the Euclidian planes
strictly separating conv(chord(S)) from (0, 0, 1) are exactly the possible values (a, b, c)
of the solutions of the system of linear inequalities (C) (Fig. 3). Anyone of these planes
can be used to obtain a solution, but the afﬁne hull of the face of the convex polytope
conv(chord(S)) cutting the Oz half-line seems to be the easiest one to compute.
3.2. Naive plane recognition algorithm
We still consider a ﬁnite subset S of Z3 and we want to determine whether there exists a
naive digital plane containing it. If the projection of S on one of the planes of coordinates
belongs to a line then the answer is yes. From now on, we assume that it is not the case.
3.2.1. First level of the algorithm
We have seen in Section 2 that the problem can be reduced to ﬁnd (a, b, c, h) ∈ Z4
verifying ∀(x, y, z) ∈ S, hax + by + cz<h + c (system (C)). If this linear system of
inequalities is not feasible, then we permute circularly the coordinates of S and look for
a solution. If there is still no solution, we permute the coordinates a last time and restart
the search. At the end, if we have found a solution, then there exists a naive digital plane
containing S and otherwise, there exists no one.
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3.2.2. A dynamic strategy to solve system (C)
How do we solve the system of linear inequalities (C)? Theorem 6 and its proof show that
an answer is given by the face (or one of the faces) of the convex polytope conv(chord(S))
cutting the Oz half-line. This face gives the thickness of the set S in the direction Oz. If this
number is greater than or equal to 1, then there is no solution; if it is strictly below, then
there exist solutions and one of them is given by the normal direction of the face cuttingOz.
A ﬁrst algorithm consists in computing the convex hull of chord(S)—complexity
O(card(S)2 log card(S))—but we do not need this complete structure. Computing the
whole convex hull would be too time consuming. Our algorithm is focused on a more
precise purpose: computing a triangular facet on the surface of the convex hull of chord(S)
which cuts theOz axis.We proceed on the set of the triangular facets whose vertices belong
to the chords set chord(S) and which cut the Oz axis. We call them triangles:
Deﬁnition 7. The 2-simplexes with vertices in chord(S) which cut the Oz axis are called
triangles.
The height of a triangle T (Fig. 4) is the z-coordinate of the intersection point between
T and Oz (if the intersection is not reduced to a point then the height of T is the maximal
z-coordinate in the intersection but this case will not appear in the computation).
The face of the convex hull conv(chord(S)) which cuts the Oz half-line contains the
highest triangle (in degenerated cases, one of the highest triangles). This triangle provides
all the information that we need: its direction and its height are the ones of the face cutting
Oz.
A naive algorithm would be to compute the height of all the triangles but it leads to
a complexity of O(card(S)6). Instead of enumerating all triangles, we choose a strategy
which improves at each step the height of a current triangle. This strategy is the following:
given a current triangle T, we compute its normal vector v (with positive z-coordinate). We
compute two points mmin and mmax belonging to S such that the scalar products v · mmin
and v ·mmax are, respectively, minimal and maximal. The pointM =mmax−mmin belongs
Fig. 4. Three triangles of the chords set as in Fig. 1 and of heights z, z′, z′′.
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Fig. 5. The case where the pointM =mmax −mmin belongs to the plane of the current triangle T. In this case, the
current triangle T belongs to the face of the convex hull of chord(S) cutting Oz and it is the (or one of the) highest
triangle(s).
Fig. 6. The case where the current triangle T andM =mmax −mmin deﬁne a non-degenerated tetrahedron. In this
case, one of the faces of the tetrahedron is a higher triangle than T and we take it as new current triangle (if its
height remains < 1).
to chord(S) and maximizes the linear form (v·) on chord(S). Two cases are possible:
• The point M is below the plane of T. In this case, M belongs in fact to the plane of T as
illustrated in Fig. 5. This case happens if and only if T is on a face of the convex hull
of chord(S). If the height of T is less than 1 then we have a solution (a, b, c are the
coordinates of the normal vector v and h is given by v ·mmin).
• Otherwise, the vertices of T deﬁne with M a tetrahedron (Fig. 6). This tetrahedron has
four faces and by construction, one of them is a higher triangle than T (there is a special
case considered below). If its height is 1 then the problem has no solution. Otherwise,
we take the highest triangle as new current triangle T.
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This strategy provides a ﬁrst algorithm (not incremental) for computing the highest tri-
angle and we explain in the next remark how it can be transformed to solve system (C).
We call this algorithm FindHighestTriangle. Its code is short and elementary. It
uses four auxiliary routines: FindStartingTriangle ﬁnds a good starting trian-
gle, Normal(T ) ﬁnds the normal to the triangle T that is oriented toward the positive
z-coordinates, FindMinMax(S, v) ﬁnds the point from chord(S) with maximal scalar
product with v, and routine FindCuttingTriangle(T ,M) returns the highest triangle
of the tetrahedron formed by T and the point M.
Algorithm FindHighestTriangle.
Input: a ﬁnite subset S of Z3
Output: the highest triangle from chord(S) in the Oz direction
1. T ← FindStartingTriangle(S)
2. do
3. v ← Normal(T )
4. M ← FindMinMax(S, v)
5. ifM · vT · v then break
6. T ← FindCuttingTriangle(T ,M)
7. Return T.
Theorem 8. Algorithm FindHighestTriangle is correct and terminates.
Proof. At line 1, the routine FindStartingTriangle searches a triangle T :=
(M1,M2,M3) ∈ chord(S) whose projection on Oxy strictly contains the origin. A pos-
sible solution is to take (M1,M2,M3)= (m1−m2,m2−m3,m3−m1), wherem1,m2,m3
are three points from S whose projections on Oxy are not aligned (we have assumed that
the projection of S on Oxy does not belong to a line); this can be done in O(n) operations.
Line 3 computes the normal v to the triangleT, oriented toward the positive z-coordinates.
Then FindMinMax at line 4 searches for a pointM ∈ chord(S) giving the maximal value
ofM ·v; this can be done inO(n) again by takingM := mmax−mmin, wheremmax,mmin ∈ S
give, respectively, themaximal andminimal value ofm·v form ∈ S. IfM ·vT ·v—where
T · v denotes the common value of M1 · v, M2 · v, M3 · v—at line 5, then all points M ′
of chord(S) satisfy M ′ · vT · v, thus all points of chord(S) are “under” the triangle T,
whose intersection with Oz is thus maximal. If not, then M is “above” the triangle T :=
(M1,M2,M3), and (M1,M2,M3,M) is a tetrahedronwhich has exactly one triangle—apart
from (M1,M2,M3)—traversed by the Oz axis; FindCuttingTriangle ﬁnds that new
triangle.
Since S is ﬁnite, there exists a ﬁnite number of triangles. The end of the algorithm
follows because no triangle can be chosen more than once. The reason is that the height of
the current triangle increases strictly at each step. There is, however, a particular case where
this property does not hold. This case should be investigated precisely:
• Firstly, the starting triangle strictly contains the origin. Thus the second triangle—if
any—intersects the Oz axis strictly higher than 0. It means that the origin can never
be a vertex of the current triangle. The same holds for the other integer point of the
Oz axis—at least for our particular problem—because if one of them is chosen as
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Fig. 7. The special case where there exists no higher triangle than the current triangle T in the tetrahedron deﬁned
by T andM =mmax −mmin. In this case, the triangle T ′ becomes the new current triangle.
new vertex, the triangle is higher than 1 and it ends the computation with a negative
answer.
• Secondly, if one edge of the current triangle T cuts the Oz axis, it is possible that there
exists no triangle higher than T in the considered tetrahedron but only a triangle with the
same height (Fig. 7). In that case we choose the triangle with the largest angle between
its normal and the Oz axis.
Thus it is not possible to use a triangle more than once. 
Remark 9. It is easy to improve the algorithm for our particular problem, where we want
to determine if the highest triangle intersectsOz at z< 1: just return FAIL after line 3 when
T · vvz (where vz is the z-coordinate of v).
3.3. Complexity
The strategy chosen for improving the height of the triangles does not provide a better
theoretical complexity than the naive algorithm. The complexity of the function Find-
HighestTriangle is in O(loop · card(S)), where the variable loop denotes the number
of current trianglesT used during the process.According to the previous section, this number
is bounded by card(S)6.
It provides a complexity inO(card(S)7) (as far aswe know)which isworse than the one of
the naive algorithm. Fortunately, this very high complexity bound does not correspond with
the experimental behavior of the algorithm and it seems very difﬁcult to build any example
for which this upper bound is reached. The bound of complexity O(card(S)7) corresponds
to a variable loop of the order of card(S)6, but we do not know any set S where loop is
larger than card(S)+ constant (let us say constant = 10). We know only some examples
with a variable loop of the order of card(S) but even these examples do not correspond to
real data because the coordinates of the points of S grow exponentially with the cardinality
of S.
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3.4. Incremental version
We present here an incremental version of Algorithm FindHighestTriangle.
Algorithm FindHighestTriangleIncremental(S).
Input: a ﬁnite subset S of Z3
Output: the highest triangle from chord(S) in the Oz direction
1. T := (m1 −m2,m2 −m3,m3 −m1)← FindStartingTriangle(S)
2. v ← Normal(T )
3. S0 ← {m1,m2,m3}, mmin ← m1, mmax ← m1
4. for m ∈ (S − S0) do
5. T , v,mmin,mmax ← AddPoint(T , v,mmin,mmax, S0,m)
6. S0 ← S0 ∪ {m}
7. Return T.
Function AddPoint(T , v,mmin,mmax, S0,m)
1. if m · v >mmax · v then mmax ← m elif m · v <mmin · v then mmin ← m
2. while (mmax −mmin) · v >T · v do
3. T ← FindCuttingTriangle(T ,mmax −mmin)
4. v ← Normal(T )
5. (mmax,mmin)← FindMinMax’(S0 ∪ {m}, v)
6. Return T , v,mmin,mmax .
The function FindMinMax’ does not return a point of chord(S) like FindMinMax
but the two points of S whose dot product with v are maximal and minimal.
Theorem 10. Algorithm FindHighestTriangleIncremental is correct and
terminates.
Sketchof the proof. It follows from the following invariants: in algorithmFindHighest-
TriangleIncremental, T is a highest triangle of the current set of points S0, andmmin
(resp. mmax) is a point of S which reaches the minimal (resp. maximal) value of m · v for
m ∈ S. The function AddPoint checks if the new pointm ∈ S modiﬁes the highest trian-
gle, updates mmin and mmax in that case, and loops until the current triangle is the highest
for S0 ∪ {m}.
Remark 11. The purpose of this incremental algorithm is still to ﬁnd the highest triangle,
but it is again easy to improve it to determine, given a set S, a maximal subset S0 which
is contained in a naive digital plane: just return FAIL after line 4 of function AddPoint
when T · vvz (where vz is the z-coordinate of v). In this case, T , v,mmin,mmax should
not be modiﬁed by line 5 of FindHighestTriangleIncremental and line 6 should
not be executed (point m is rejected).
4. Optimality
In this section, we are interested in determining whether the digital plane containing a
ﬁnite subset S ⊂ Z3 provided by FindHighestTriangle is the naive digital plane
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containing S with the smallest possible coefﬁcients (i.e. |c| is minimal). It is not always
true. It depends on the existence of integer points between the afﬁne hull of the highest
triangle and the plane going through (0, 0, 1) and having the same direction as the highest
triangle. We prove in this section that if there are no integer points in this stripe, then the
digital plane provided by FindHighestTriangle is optimal. It provides some tools to
determine whether the digital plane computed with our method is optimal or not for the
instance S.
We start with a few lemmas. We assume that (a, b, c) ∈ Z3, c > 0, a ∧ b ∧ c= 1 and we
note P(a, b, c, h) a naive digital plane such that
∀(x, y, z) ∈ P(a, b, c, h), hax + by + cz<h+ c.
Lemma 12. We have Oz(P (a, b, c, h))= 1− 1c .
Proof. Let A, B and C be three upper leaning points of P (i.e. their coordinates verify
ax + by + cz = h + c − 1), with not-aligned projected points on the plane 0xy, and
D a lower leaning point of P (axD + byD + czD = h). In the chords set of P, the points
=D−A, =D−B and =D−C are on the superior face of the convex hull of chord(P ),
crossed by the Oz axis. Moreover, the equation of this face is ax + by + cz= c− 1. As the
point (0, 0, Oz(P (a, b, c, h))) belongs to this face, we obtain c.Oz(P (a, b, c, h))=c−1,
therefore Oz(P (a, b, c, h))= 1− 1c . 
Lemma 13. Considering a ﬁnite subset S ⊂ Z3, if S is included in P(a, b, c, h), then
Oz(S)1− 1
c
.
Proof. We can notice that if S ⊂ S′ then Oz(S)Oz(S′). With Lemma 11, S ⊂
P(a, b, c, h) implies Oz(S)1− 1c . 
We can of course reverse the inequality:
Corollary 14. If a ﬁnite set S ⊂ Z3 is included in P(a, b, c, h) then
1
1− Oz(S)c,
Moreover, if⌈
1
1− Oz(S)
⌉
= c,
then value c is minimal (S ⊂ P(a′, b′, c′, h′)⇒ c′c).
For aﬁnite subsetS ⊂ Z3 containedbyanaivedigital plane, the functionFindHighest-
Triangle provides a value c of a naive digital plane containing S (we denote it by cFHT(S))
and the thickness Oz(S). Then we can test at the end of FindHighestTriangle the
equality 1/(1− Oz(S)) = cFHT(S). If it is true, cFHT(S) is minimal. This case appears
quite often in practice. Otherwise, both cases can occur: cFHT(S) can be minimal or not.
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5. Experimental results
Fig. 8 gives experimental results with an implementation of algorithm FindHighest-
Triangle in GNU MP (or GMP for short). All computations are exact since we used
the mpz class of GMP, which provides arbitrary–precision integers. We used a range of
coefﬁcients that increases with the cardinality n of the set S: a, b, c, h, x, y, z are taken
uniformly at random in the range [−100n, 100n].
From these results, it appears that the experimental complexity of algorithm Find-
HighestTriangle is almost linear (Fig. 9), which is conﬁrmed by the fact that the
number of loops necessary to ﬁnd the highest triangle remains small.
We also implemented algorithm FindHighestTriangle using other types of coefﬁ-
cients: 24-bit single-precision or 53-bit double-precision ﬂoating-point numbers, or 32-bit
integers. If the coefﬁcients of the points of S are bounded by m, then the coefﬁcients of
chord(S) are bounded by 2m, those of the normal v are bounded by 8m2, and those of
the scalar products M · v are bounded by 48m3. So the coefﬁcient type should be able to
represent exactly integers in the range [−48m3, 48m3]. For single-precision ﬂoating-point
numbers, it gives m70, for 32-bit integers we have m355, and for double-precision
ﬂoating-point numbers, it gives m57250. Our experiments with double-precision num-
bers (Fig. 8) show that when this bound on coefﬁcients holds, we get a speedup of about 10
with respect to GMP integers.
Fig. 8. Experimental results on an Athlon XP 1700+ (a) with GMP 4.1.2 arbitrary precision integers and (b) with
double-precision ﬂoating-point numbers.
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Fig. 9. The graphs of the times of computations (in microseconds) given in Fig. 8 as a function of the cardinalities
of the sets, together with the curves card(S) log(card(S)) and card(S).
6. Conclusion
We have presented a new algorithm for digital plane recognition, using an optimization
strategy on the triangles from the chords set. The best asymptotic bound we could get for
the complexity of this algorithm is O(n7); however, we could not ﬁnd any family of inputs
for which the number of operations is not O(n2), so we believe this O(n7) bound is very
pessimistic.
The digital plane recognition problem can be solved in linear time, using Megiddo’s
algorithm for linear programming [3]; however, the code of this linear time method is really
complicated and requires several thousands of lines. The purpose of this paper is to provide
an efﬁcient algorithm with a short and elementary code (cf. http://www.loria.fr/
∼debled/plane). We believe that this algorithm is faster in practice than the linear
time one based on Megiddo’s algorithm, whose constant is large. This claim is supported
by the experiments we have done with several types of coefﬁcients on many instances: the
practical behavior of the algorithm seems to be linear, both using the arbitrary precision
GMP library or ﬁxed-precision machine numbers. It thus provides a fast and elementary
algorithm for digital plane recognition.
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